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Abstract
Return Oriented Programming (ROP) has become the exploitation technique of choice for modern memory-safety vulnerability attacks. Recently, there have been multiple attempts at defenses to prevent ROP attacks. In this paper, we introduce three new attack methods that break many existing ROP defenses. Then we show how to break kBouncer and ROPecker, two recent low-overhead defenses that can be applied to legacy software on existing hardware. We examine several recent ROP attacks seen in the wild and demonstrate that our techniques successfully cloak them so they are not detected by these defenses. Our attacks apply to many CFI-based defenses which we argue are weaker than previously thought. Future defenses will need to take our attacks into account.

1 Introduction
The widespread adoption of DEP, which ensures that all writable pages in memory are non-executable, has largely killed classic code injection attacks. In its place, Return Oriented Programming (ROP) has become the attack technique of choice for nearly all modern exploits of memory-safety vulnerabilities. In a ROP attack, the attacker does not inject new code; instead, the malicious computation is performed by chaining together existing sequences of instructions (called gadgets) [27].

In response to this, there has been a large effort to find defenses that protect against ROP attacks. Defenses fall into two broad categories. The first category of defenses relies on recompilation to remove potential gadgets from the program binary or to enforce the Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [4] of the binary. The other category of defenses attempts to transparently protect legacy binaries using runtime protections.

In this paper, we present three attack methods that can be combined to break many existing ROP defenses from both of these categories. Our first method breaks the conventional wisdom that it is difficult to mount attacks in a fully call-preceded manner, that is, where the instruction before each gadget is a call. Many CFI-based defenses rely upon policies similar to this. Next, we show that while most existing ROP attacks consist entirely of short gadgets, it is possible to mount attacks which consist of long gadgets as well. Therefore, defenses that distinguish a ROP attack from normal execution by looking for a sequence of short gadgets are not secure. Finally, we examine defenses that record a limited history of the execution state of a process. We show it is possible to effectively clear out any history kept by these defenses, rendering them ineffective.

We use these attacks to break two recent state-of-the-art runtime defenses, kBouncer [23] and ROPecker [11]. These defenses are particularly interesting because they can be deployed on existing hardware, have nearly zero performance overhead, and do not require binary rewriting. kBouncer [23] takes advantage of hardware support for recording indirect branches and examines this history at each system call in order to prevent ROP attacks from issuing any malicious syscalls. ROPecker [11] extends kBouncer in novel ways. In addition to checking for any signs of a ROP attack at each system call, ROPecker additionally checks for attacks at various points throughout program execution.

We show that both of these schemes are broken. While they may detect existing ROP attacks, we give ways of modifying a ROP attack so it will not be detected by either of these defenses. The attacks we develop in breaking these defenses are also applicable to many recent CFI-based approaches, and discuss how our work can be applied to four in particular.

This paper makes three contributions:

1. We introduce three novel ROP attacks methods that demonstrate weaknesses in multiple defenses.

2. We demonstrate these attacks on kBouncer and ROPecker, two state-of-the-art ROP defenses. We modify real-world exploits, which these defenses were shown to prevent, to bypass them.

3. Our attacks provide a baseline set of attacks that can be used to evaluate future ROP defenses.
2 Introduction to ROP Attacks

Return Oriented Programming (ROP) [27] is a generalization of return-into-libc [24] attacks where an attacker causes the program to return to arbitrary points in the program’s code. This allows one to perform malicious computation without injecting any new malicious code by only controlling the program’s execution flow. It has been shown that ROP can perform Turing-complete computation [30]. We provide a very brief overview of return-oriented programming in this section. For a more complete introduction, we refer the reader to [7, 25, 27].

A ROP exploit consists of multiple gadgets that are chained together. Each gadget performs some small computation, such as loading a value from memory into a register or adding two registers. In a ROP attack, the attacker finds gadgets within the original program text and causes them to be executed in sequence to perform a task other than what was intended.

Gadget chaining is achieved by influencing indirect jumps executed by the program. Each gadget begins with some useful instructions (e.g., mov rax, rbx) and ends with an indirect jump (e.g., ret or jmp *rcx). The attacker chains gadgets together by controlling the target of a gadget’s indirect jump to point to the beginning of the next gadget in the sequence. In a classic ROP attack, gadgets end with the ret instruction and the attacker chains gadgets by writing appropriate values over the stack.

Many ROP attacks use unintended instruction sequences. Because x86 instructions are variable-width, it is possible that a potentially useful gadget sequence exists when starting at an offset that was not intended to be the beginning of an instruction. Our attacks do not rely on unintended instructions.

In Figure 1, we give an example ROP exploit that adds the constant 0x32400 to the word at address 0x4a304120. This exploit begins by initializing two registers. It then reads the value stored at address eax, stores it into eax, adds ebx to eax, and stores this value back into memory.

Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR). One common defense for ROP attacks is ASLR which works by randomly moving the segments of a program (including the text segment) around in memory, preventing the attacker from predicting the address of useful gadgets. Despite ASLR, ROP attacks are still common in the wild for two reasons. First, if even a single module has ASLR disabled, a ROP attack may be formed around only the code in that module. Second, an attacker may use an information disclosure vulnerability to de-randomize some module [29].

3 Our Three Attack Primitives

We have identified three building blocks that are useful in attacking ROP defenses:

- **Call-Preceded ROP.** Normally, in a well-structured program, every ret instruction returns back to an instruction that immediately follows a corresponding call. ROP attacks deviate from this pattern. Therefore, many ROP defenses ensure that every ret instruction always targets an instruction that immediately follows some call. Our attack demonstrates that this policy is not sufficient: ROP attacks are still possible even when returns are restricted in this way.

- **Evasion Attacks.** It is common for defenses that monitor program execution at runtime to have a method of classifying execution as either “normal execution” or “gadget”. Evasion attacks involve using gadgets that the defense classifies as “normal.”

- **History Flushing.** Some defenses maintain only a limited amount of history about execution and inspect this history periodically. We can bypass defenses with this property by flushing the true history (cleansing the history of all signs of the ROP attack) and then presenting a new, fake view of history that the defense will not classify as an attack.

![Figure 1: An example ROP exploit which adds the constant 0x32400 to the word at address 0x4a304120. At the left is the stack of the process with the addresses of the gadgets and the values to initialize the registers. At right are the instructions at those addresses.](image-url)
Each of these three attack primitives bypasses a common defense mechanism. This section gives more detail about each of these three primitives. We then combine them in different ways to mount our full attacks on kBouncer [23] and ROPecker [11] in the following sections.

### 3.1 Call-Preceded ROP

**The call-precended policy.** We say that an instruction is *call-precended* if the instruction immediately preceding it is a call instruction. Many ROP defenses [6, 23, 32, 34] apply the following policy: any time a ret instruction is executed, its target must be a call-precended instruction.

This policy seems helpful for defending against ROP attacks. In well-structured programs, calls and returns usually come in pairs. Any address that is returned to was almost always pushed by a call instruction previously. In a ROP attack, gadgets use the ret instruction to chain gadgets together, so this policy dramatically limits the space of candidate addresses where gadgets can be chosen from. For instance, one evaluation found that only 6% of gadgets are call-precended [23]. Thus, one might intuitively expect the call-precended policy to significantly increase the difficulty of mounting a ROP attack.

**Using only call-precended gadgets.** Despite this intuition, we find that it is possible to mount ROP attacks in a fully call-precended manner, where all gadgets start at a call-precended address. The key idea is we allow gadgets to be more complex. This increases the space of candidate gadgets enough to find many call-precended gadgets. By allowing our gadgets to be long and contain direct jumps or even conditional jumps, we find many more useful gadgets. In our experiments (see § 8.2), 70KB of binary code was sufficient to mount fully call-precended ROP attacks.

### 3.2 Evasion Attacks

**Classification-based defenses.** Other ROP defenses work by monitoring the runtime behavior of a process and try to detect ROP attacks by classifying segments of execution as either “gadget” or “non-gadget”, using some signature that is intended to characterize attributes of ROP gadgets. One of the most common approaches used to classify execution, as used in [11, 23], uses a length-based classifier. Existing ROP attacks tend to consist of long sequences of short gadgets, and so these defenses use this as their heuristic to classify gadgets.

These defenses separate the execution trace into segments of ordinary instructions, separated by indirect instructions (e.g., returns, indirect jumps). A length-based defense classifies each segment as gadget or non-gadget by examining its length: a short segment is classified as a gadget and a long segment as a non-gadget. If the defense observes too many short segments within some window, it reports a ROP attack.

**Using gadgets that look like benign execution.** A powerful attack on such defenses is to look for instruction sequences that would be classified by the defense as a non-gadget, but that perform some useful computation. These can then be used as stealthy gadgets in a ROP attack.

Length-based classifiers are particularly easy to evade. A simple attack is to use long gadgets, since these will be incorrectly classified by the defense as non-gadget. We demonstrate that it is possible to mount a ROP attack that contains a mixture of both short and long gadgets, thus evading many published detectors.

More generally, one could imagine future ROP defenses that rely on other heuristics for distinguishing ROP attacks from normal program execution. An *evasion attack* is one that will be classified by the defense as normal, but in reality allows the attacker to mount a ROP attack.

### 3.3 History Flushing

**History inspection defenses.** There are many runtime defenses that inspect program execution at different points throughout its execution. Typically, these defenses keep only a limited amount of history about the program’s execution, and so must decide whether an attack is occurring or not based upon information saved in the recent past. Usually, performance considerations rule out constantly monitoring all execution, so this inspection process is only invoked at certain points (e.g., when the application issues a system call).

**Using gadgets to hide history.** Such defenses can be fooled by preventing them from seeing any evidence of a ROP attack. We perform the ROP attack when they are not watching, periodically performing enough innocuous actions to wipe the history clean of any evidence of the past ROP attack before the defender’s inspection process is invoked. While the defender is running, we do not attempt to make progress towards our attack goal. Instead, we insert effective no-op instructions so that the defender does not see any evidence of attack.

Though similar, this attack is different from an evasion attack. An evasion attack attempts to make progress in the attack while being *continuously* monitored by the defender. In a history flushing attack, there is a period of time when the defender is not running, when we make forward progress. Before the defender runs, we clear out this history so it is not visible to the defender, but do not attempt to make forward progress while the defender is watching. After the defender has made its observation, we continue with our attack.

For instance, kBouncer uses the Last Branch Record, a
hardware feature that records the 16 most recent indirect jumps. Our history-flushing attack on kBouncer performs the bulk of the ROP attack, then performs 16 innocuous indirect jumps to remove the evidence of the ROP attack from the Last Branch Record. As we show (§ 8.3), this prevents kBouncer from detecting the ROP attack.

4 Attack Goal & Threat Model

Attack Goal. The goal of each of our attacks, without loss of generality, is to issue a single syscall. It is usually enough to issue a mprotect (on Linux) or VirtualProtect (on Windows) system call to make a page in memory both writable and executable; after that, exploitation is trivial.  

This is not the only possible goal an attacker may have. There are other methods of attack that do not involve issuing system calls [10]. We do not consider them in this work, although our results suggest these attacks are equally possible, and in some cases even trivial.

Threat Model. At a minimum, we assume that an attacker has a known exploit that allows control of the instruction pointer in the future. A stack overflow is sufficient; a heap overflow that allows an arbitrary memory write to a function pointer is also sufficient; as is directly overwriting other function pointers. We assume the attacker knows that the defense is present and knows how it works. We assume that DEP is enabled, so no page is both writable and executable. We focus on the case where the program contains at least one library whose executable region has not been randomized with ASLR, or where all modules have ASLR enabled but there exists a memory disclosure vulnerability, as this is the situation that modern ROP attacks typically exploit.

We also assume that there exists some way of running arbitrary code if the new defenses were not present. We do not claim to create attacks that allow running arbitrary code in all situations; we only hope to show that if it is possible to mount a ROP attack when the defense is not present, then it is possible when it is present.

5 Defeating kBouncer

5.1 Overview of kBouncer

Pappas et al. introduced kBouncer [23], a scheme that uses indirect branch tracing to detect ROP attacks. At a high level, kBouncer periodically pauses execution of the program, inspects recent execution history, and then either allows the process to proceed or kills it.

kBouncer uses the Last Branch Record (LBR), a feature of modern Intel CPUs, to inspect the last 16 indirect branches taken each time the program invokes a system call. kBouncer checks two properties of the history stored in the LBR. First, it verifies that all ret instructions in the LBR returned to a call-preceded address. Second, if the eight most recent indirect branches are all gadget-like, the process is killed. kBouncer defines a sequence of instructions as gadget-like if there exists a flow of execution from the first instruction executed to any indirect branch in under 20 instructions.  

kBouncer is very efficient: it only needs to check the LBR during system calls and only checks 16 different entries in the LBR.

5.2 History Hiding Attack

5.2.1 Attack Overview

We dub our first attack on kBouncer the history hiding attack (see Fig. 2). At the core of kBouncer is the assumption that an attack can be detected by inspecting the state of the process at the syscall interface, after the attacker has already gained control of the system for a potentially unbounded period of time. After mounting a traditional ROP attack to prepare the state of memory (and possibly defeat ASLR, if required), we use a history flushing attack to clear evidence of the attack from the LBR. Finally, we use an evasion attack and a few carefully-chosen gadgets to issue the syscall.

We call a process state valid if kBouncer’s inspection method will not detect an attack when run from that state. A state is valid if all of the entries in the LBR whose source is a ret instruction have a call-preceded destination, and if at least one of the last eight entries has more instructions.

$kBouncer cannot observe the actual path of execution taken during a sequence of instructions between two indirect jumps, so it cannot count the number of instructions actually executed between two indirect jumps. It can only observe the beginning and end of that sequence. For this reason, kBouncer conservatively treats a sequence as gadget-like if it starts with an instruction that can reach an indirect jump in less than 20 instructions.
than 20 instructions between source and the nearest indirect branch. We show that it is easy to return to a valid state while simultaneously maintaining control of the process. The steps of the history hiding attack are as follows:

**Initial exploitation.** Initially, we mount a traditional ROP attack in whichever way is easiest. We ignore the fact that kBouncer is running and use any gadgets we would like, call-preceded or not. We then prepare memory so we are ready to make the syscall, but we do not invoke it yet.

**Hide the history.** At this point in our exploit, we are ready to make the syscall, but if we were to actually issue it, kBouncer would detect an attack. To fix this, we must bring the process into a valid state without losing our progress from the prior step. To do this we use the history-flushing primitive discussed previously. As a side effect of using the flushing primitive, the registers may be clobbered, but important memory locations will remain unchanged.

**Restore registers and issue the system call.** After bringing the process into a valid state, we restore the registers to their desired values while maintaining a valid state. Then, we issue the system call. This is via an evasion attack: because the task is relatively simple, it can be accomplished with fewer than 8 call-preceded gadgets.

5.2.2 Initial Exploitation

This step prepares memory to make it as easy as possible to issue the syscall in as few gadgets as possible after the history has been flushed. In particular, we prepare all of the arguments for the system call and save them in some easily recoverable location. We make no restrictions on the methods the attacker may use during this step of our attack. Because we are going to hide our history, kBouncer will not observe anything performed in this step. Since ROP gadgets are Turing-complete, we are able to perform arbitrary computation during this phase, so this step is straightforward to implement.

5.2.3 Hiding the History

**Hiding history through LBR flushing.** We use a history-flushing primitive, built from two gadgets (Fig. 3), to remove all traces of our attack from the LBR:

1. A short flushing gadget: a simple call-preceded gadget that performs a `ret`, and ideally does not modify many registers.
2. A long termination gadget: a call-preceded gadget that is long enough for kBouncer to not classify it as a gadget: there must be at least 20 instructions along every possible control path from the start of this gadget to any indirect branch.

We use these two gadgets as follows. First, we repeatedly use the flushing gadget to completely clear the contents of the LBR until it only contains the flushing gadget repeated 16 times. Though the LBR has been flushed and contains no history of the previous ROP attack, the state is still not valid. If kBouncer were to be invoked at this point, every entry in the LBR would be classified as a gadget by kBouncer and an attack would be detected.

We now use the termination gadget. The purpose of this gadget is to bring the LBR into a valid state by making at least one of the last eight entries in the LBR have length greater than 20. That is, the termination gadget is used to terminate kBouncer’s backwards search for gadget-like sequences. We make no assumptions about the register state after the termination gadget is executed: the only requirement is that after we use it, we still have control of instruction flow.

![Figure 3: Examples of the two types of gadgets used by our history-hiding attack on kBouncer. A flushing gadget flushes the contents of the LBR. A termination gadget brings the system into a valid state.](image-url)
Note that during the first step where the attacker prepares memory, the attacker may perform arbitrarily complex calculations. This may make it possible to initialize registers and memory so that executing the flushing gadgets and then the termination gadget results in exactly the desired state to issue the syscall. However, this is not always possible. For example, the termination gadget may set eax to 0, but issuing the syscall may require eax to be 7. Our attack handles this situation by later restoring register state (described below).

Because the termination gadget is over twenty instructions long and might contain conditional branches, it is sometimes necessary to initialize registers and memory to meet the preconditions for successful execution of the termination gadget. First, we need to ensure that any conditional branches in the termination gadget will be followed in a specific manner. Second, memory reads and writes must not fault and crash the process. This is often as easy as initializing registers to specific values before using the termination gadget. We have found that termination gadgets are very common, and that it is often easy to find terminations gadgets that perform only a few conditional branches and memory reads and writes (see § 8.3.1).

History hiding by itself does not defeat kBouncer, but it simplifies the attacker’s job from expressing the entire attack using call-preceded gadgets to expressing only the final step of the attack using call-preceded gadgets.

5.2.4 Restoring Registers with Returns

We must now restore the registers to their desired values in order for the syscall to proceed. This is by far the simplest step and can be usually be accomplished with a few gadgets that pop register values off the stack. kBouncer will be able to observe each gadget we use, so each one must be call-preceded and we must use fewer than eight.

This step is often very easy because of the x86 calling convention: the procedure being called must restore almost all of the registers, so procedures tend to begin by pushing all of the registers onto the stack and end by popping those values off to restore them. This allows us to find a gadget that pops all the registers off the stack and then returns. Usually, we can find all the (call-preceded) gadgets we need in this way.

5.2.5 Restoring Registers without Returns

There are other ways to restore register state. We now discuss four alternative methods. The first two are existing techniques that can be applied here, but in our experience are difficult to apply in practice due to the fact that we must use fewer than eight gadgets. We have found the later two techniques more applicable in practice.

ROP without return instructions. Checkoway et al. found it is possible to mount a ROP attack by looking for a pop followed by an indirect jump (e.g., pop edx; jmp *edx) [8]. This instruction sequence is functionally identical to a ret, and so can simply be used in its place. However, these sequences are less common.

Jump Oriented Programming (JOP). JOP attacks use register-indirect jumps to chain gadgets together. Unfortunately, each useful gadget must be followed by a dispatcher gadget, which is used for chaining. Since we must restore register state with at most eight gadgets, if we want to use JOP, we are limited to four useful JOP gadgets.

Using Non-Call-Preceded Gadgets. Occasionally, it may be easier to use non-call-preceded gadgets. We can invoke a non-call-preceded gadget using a reflector gadget. A reflector gadget is a call-preceded gadget that ends in a register-indirect jump; it can be used to jump to any gadget we like, call-preceded or not. This is because kBouncer imposes no constraints on indirect jumps. Our
experience is that this trick is rarely needed in practice, but sometimes it makes constructing the attack easier.

**Call Oriented Programming (COP).** We have found an alternate method of mounting a ROP-like attacks without using ret instructions. We call our approach Call-Oriented Programming (COP). Instead of using gadgets that end in returns, we use gadgets that end with indirect calls. This may at first seem trivially similar to jump-oriented programming, but there is one important distinction: indirect calls are usually memory-indirect (the location to which control is transferred is determined by a value in memory, not directly by the value of a register). As a result, COP attacks do not require a dispatcher gadget. In a COP attack, gadgets are chained together by pointing the memory-indirect locations to the next gadget in sequence. The initialization of these memory locations can be done in advance.

This allows our attack to set up these memory locations before the history hiding, then restore register state using COP gadgets. As long as fewer than eight COP gadgets are used, kBouncer will detect no attack. When mounting a COP attack, it is trivial to directly issue the desired system call as well: the final gadget in the sequence will point to the system call to be issued.

We have found that memory-indirect calls, and in particular COP gadgets, are common. They are even more common than call-preceded gadgets that end in a ret. There are two reasons why this is the case. First, with dynamically linked libraries, all calls to functions outside of the current module are indirect calls, because the function location is not known in advance. Second, most object-oriented code relies on memory-indirect calls (e.g., the vtable in C++)

COP attacks do not eliminate the need for ret-based gadgets. Initializing a COP attack is much more difficult: the attacker must have control of program flow, must overwrite specific indirect-call locations, and must control the stack. This usually is not possible with a single exploit. Therefore, it is natural to combine a ROP attack (for initial setup) with a COP attack (for restoring registers).

### 5.2.6 Issuing the System Call

The final step of our attack is to issue the desired syscall. We usually accomplish this by calling the appropriate libc or kernel32 wrapper function.

There is one complication. We cannot simply return directly to the beginning of the desired function (e.g., mprotect, VirtualProtect) as a normal ROP attack would. When kBouncer is in place, this is not possible: the attack would fail because the start of this function is not call-preceded. We have found three different ways to call a function without directly returning to it.

1. We can use a **reflector gadget**: a call-preceded gadget that ends with a register-indirect jump. This allows us to simply set a register to point to the function we wish to call and then return to the reflector gadget. This is the simplest approach if a reflector gadget can be found.

2. It is still possible to exploit the desired function even if no reflector gadgets are available. This is achieved by finding an call to the desired function somewhere in the program’s code and looking backwards in the instruction sequence for a preceding call. Fig. 5 shows an example where the msvcr71.dll binary directly calls VirtualProtect.

3. It is sometimes possible to return into the middle of a desired function, right after a call instruction. For example, execv() launches a shell with a string and an array of arguments (Fig. 6). If we initially initialize rax to contain a valid environment pointer, we can call execv by returning directly to <execv+18>, which is call-preceded. Any of these can be used to complete our attack.

### 5.3 Evasion Attack

Our history hiding attack breaks kBouncer by taking advantage of its limited history. If kBouncer were extended to have a complete view of history, would it become more effective? We show that, even if the LBR were of infinite size, kBouncer could still be broken by an evasion attack.

Our attack is similar to the history hiding attack (§ 5.2), except that the initial preparation phase is mounted using only call-preceded gadgets. This eliminates the need
Figure 6: Disassembly of the `execve` function in libc on our system. The call to `NSGetEnviron` allows a call-preceded return directly into this function.

for a flushing gadget, the only piece that an infinite-LBR kBouncer would preclude. Therefore, our attack consists of a (call-preceded) setup, a (call-preceded) termination gadget, followed by (call-preceded) register restoration and syscall.

This yields a successful evasion attack on kBouncer. By using only call-preceded gadgets and by breaking up the chain of short gadgets with a long termination gadget, kBouncer can see the entire attack but still will not recognize it as an attack. Our experiments show that if over 70KB of program text is available, then there are enough call-preceded gadgets that this attack is possible (see § 8.2).

### 6 Defeating ROPecker

#### 6.1 Overview of ROPecker

ROPecker [11] is a ROP defense that builds on ideas found in kBouncer. ROPecker differs from kBouncer by running its inspection method more frequently and inspecting the program state more thoroughly at the time of inspection. The actual policy it enforces is very similar to the kBouncer policy.

In ROPecker, only a few pages are ever marked executable at one time. We call these pages the executable set. Whenever a page not in the executable set is executed, a page fault is generated and ROPecker pauses process execution to check for an attack. If ROPecker does not detect an attack, it marks the new page as executable, marks the least recently executed page as non-executable, and resumes the process. ROPecker also runs its detector whenever the process invokes a syscall as kBouncer does.

ROPecker’s detector is more sophisticated than kBouncer’s in that it looks at both the recent past and projects forward into the near future. Similar to kBouncer, ROPecker classifies the current state as an attack if there is a long chain of gadget-like sequences in the LBR (the recent past). In addition, ROPecker attempts to emulate what will happen in the near future once the process is resumed. It counts the number of gadget-like sequences that are about to execute. If the sum of the number of gadgets found in the LBR and the number of gadgets looking forward exceeds some threshold, ROPecker classifies this as an attack.

ROPecker’s emulation works by disassembling the instruction stream from the instruction that is about to execute when the page fault occurs. If there is a short sequence of instructions that leads to an indirect jump, ROPecker classifies this as a potential gadget. ROPecker will then emulate the effects of each of the instructions leading to the indirect jump in order to compute where this jump will go. ROPecker follows this indirect jump and starts disassembling again. When it reaches an instruction where there is not a short sequence of instructions leading to an indirect jump, it stops the search. ROPecker then counts the number of indirect jumps followed, and classifies each of those as gadgets.

ROPecker verifies that from the current execution point there are not 11 gadget-like sequences of instructions. ROPecker classifies an instruction sequence as a gadget if it contains six or fewer instructions ending in an indirect branch, with no direct or conditional branches along the way.

### 6.2 The Repeated History Hiding Attack

#### 6.2.1 Attack Overview

We show how to break ROPecker using a repeated history hiding attack. This attack repeatedly invokes the history-hiding primitive, introduced in § 3.3, just before ROPecker’s detector is about to execute. We again define a state to be valid if the inspection method will not detect an attack. The state must be valid at two points in time: whenever a new page is loaded into the executable set and whenever a syscall is executed.

Our attack alternates between three phases, as depicted in Fig. 7. The loading phase loads useful pages into the executable set. The attack phase invokes gadgets on these pages. The flushing phase mounts the history hiding attack from § 5.2 using only gadgets from the pages that are
in the executable set. We may need to execute each of these three phases multiple times to achieve our goal. We conclude with one final step which actually issues the desired syscall after restoring the required state. Because we use only gadgets in the executable set during each attack phase, ROPecker’s detector will execute only when new pages are loaded, which allows us to reason about what will be visible to ROPecker.

6.2.2 Attack Phases

Initialization. Prior to our attack, we insert a termination gadget, which will stop ROPecker from looking further back in the LBR. This long termination gadget is identical to the one used in the kBouncer attacks. This ensures that when ROPecker next runs, it will not count any functions on the call stack prior to initialization as gadgets.

Loading Phase. We load useful pages into the executable set by invoking a page load gadget on each page we want added to the executable set. A page load gadget is any call-preceded gadget on that page, which has two properties: first, it must leave the attacker with control of the instruction flow; and second, it must not crash the process. These two requirements are not difficult to meet: any useful gadget is also a page load gadget. The ROPecker detector will run immediately before each page load gadget is invoked. After invoking each set of page load gadgets we call the termination gadget to prevent the detector from looking forward any farther into the future.

ROPecker will not detect an attack because each sequence of page load gadgets is immediately preceded and followed by a termination gadget. When a page fault occurs, ROPecker will count the number of visible gadgets looking backwards in the LBR and forwards as far as it can see. Looking backwards will stop at preceding termination gadget, and looking forward will stop at the subsequent termination gadget. Thus, ROPecker will count the number of page load gadgets. By limiting the number of consecutive page load gadgets, the attacker can evade detection during this phase.

Attack Phase. Now that the useful pages have been loaded, we can use any gadgets on these pages to mount an attack, ignoring any defense which may be running. As long as we use only gadgets on these pages, the defense will never trigger.

Recall that these three phases are repeatedly executed, so no one attack phase needs to perform the entire attack. Instead, the attack can be distributed among multiple attack phases, making each one simpler.

History Hiding. After invoking gadgets on these pages, we now use the history flushing primitive before the detection method next runs. We use the same method we applied against kBouncer to clear the LBR. In particular, we invoke a short flushing gadget enough times to fill the LBR with innocuous entries, then invoke the long termination gadget (which was loaded previously). When the ROPecker detector next runs, it will see no attack prior to this point in time.

6.2.3 Segmenting the Attack Payload

When mounting this attack, we must carefully pick which tasks to perform during each attack step. Because the flushing and termination gadgets clobber some register state between each attack step, it is important to pick small independent operations for each step of the attack.

For any given attack, it may not be possible to modify it to work as an attack which bypasses ROPecker. Instead, attacks must be formed with ROPecker in mind. Each step in the attack must be constructed to use only a limited number of gadgets, so that its work can be saved before loading in a new set of gadgets.

Often, we start by computing the address of the desired libc function we wish to call (e.g., mprotect) either by adding a constant to the address of some other function.
in libc, or by loading it directly. We store the result in memory. In the next attack step, we compute the address of the page we wish to mark as executable (typically on the stack). We continue in this way, computing any other needed constants in separate attack steps. We then restore register values and call mprotect on the desired page. Finally, we can execute a traditional payload with data we have written to this page.

6.2.4 Selecting Pages to Load

Since the executable set can contain only a few pages at one time, we must choose these pages with care. The naive approach is to select each page to load for one useful gadget on that page, and call each gadget exactly once. We have found that this simple method works well in practice in most cases. Because the flushing and termination gadgets may clobber a few registers, we may need reserve one or two of those gadgets to load and save registers to memory, so that a task can be partially completed in one attack step.

A more advanced method is to pick pages that contain multiple gadgets. In our evaluation, we found that in practice, there tend to be many “useful” gadgets on the average page. Thus, by selecting the pages carefully, we can find pages with enough useful gadgets. This is enough that we can attack ROPecker even when the size of its executable set is limited to just one or two pages.

6.2.5 Issuing the Syscall

Once we have executed sufficient load/attack phases to set up the state of the process, we append one final step to actually issue the desired syscall. This step is not executed multiple times: it is done only once at the very end.

During this step, we flush history, invoke the termination gadget, and then issue the syscall using one of the three methods from § 5.2.6. We perform this step using at most 10 gadget invocations so that ROPecker will not detect an attack when it examines the LBR at the syscall.

Conveniently, it is possible to use any gadget in the entire binary during this step, even if it is not contained within the executable set. No page loading gadgets are needed. This works because there will be at most 10 gadgets between the termination gadget and the syscall. Thus, even though ROPecker’s detector may run during this step (if we use a gadget that’s not in the executable set), its count of the number of gadgets will be below 11, the threshold for detecting an attack.

Note that, in particular, an attack which requires fewer than ten gadgets to execute can skip the load/attack phases and directly issue the syscall in this way.

6.3 The Evasion Attack

We now present the ROPecker evasion attack, an alternate attack that would break ROPecker even if the size of the executable set were reduced to just one page. As a side benefit, in our experience the evasion attack makes it easier to automate attacks in practice than the repeated history hiding attack of § 6.2.

At a high level, the idea is that we will let ROPecker inspect the execution of our attack at arbitrary points in time. We ensure that no matter when its detector runs, it will never detect an attack. We achieve this through an evasion attack similar to the one presented on kBouncer (§ 5.3).

The ROPecker evasion attack works by inserting a termination gadget in between every ten useful gadgets. When the detector runs, it will check forward and backward to count the number of gadgets in use; there will be fewer than 11 gadgets, the threshold for detection, so ROPecker will not detect the attack.

The authors of ROPecker note that this attack may be possible in § VII(b) of their paper [11]. They propose a mitigation for such an attack. We show that even their mitigation is broken.

The ROPecker mitigation. ROPecker detects an attack if there are more than ten consecutive gadgets. The extended version of ROPecker records how many gadgets existed in previous runs of the detector. It detects an attack if the number of gadgets which executed in the last T runs is larger than some threshold. While it is possible for there to be 10 sequential gadget-like returns in benign program execution, it is unlikely for there to be 10 sequential gadget-like returns \( T \) times in a row.

Conceptually, this is analogous to running the detection mechanism both forwards and backwards, allowing up to \( T - 1 \) long gadgets before stopping the search. An attack is detected if the number of gadgets found by this extended search is greater than some threshold.

This defense does not help against our repeated history hiding attack. In that attack, ROPecker only ever sees as many gadgets as pages that are being loaded. This constant is usually very small (e.g., two or four). The ROPecker authors observed that benign execution does occasionally execute four sequential gadget-like chains (with frequency 0.58%). This frequency is large enough that signaling an attack if there are four gadgets repeated three times would cause too many false positives.

Breaking the mitigation. The extended version of ROPecker can be broken by a simple modification of our evasion attack: instead of invoking the termination gadget once, invoke it \( T \) times in a row. We alternate making one step of useful progress (with ten useful gadgets) with invoking the termination gadget \( T \) times. This prevents
ROPecker from detecting consecutive long chains of gadgets. Instead, it sees a long chain followed by several short chains, which will not trigger the defense.

**Practicality.** One might wonder whether evasion attacks are practical. If, between every ten useful operations, we must potentially destroy our progress, can we achieve any useful computation?

We found it is still possible to perform useful tasks even when inserting a termination gadget (or, potentially multiple termination gadgets) in between every ten useful gadget (see § 8.3). We save register state to memory before each termination gadget and restore it afterwards. It is only necessary to save and restore registers that are both clobbered by the termination gadget and used by the rest of our attack. In our experience, it is often possible to find termination gadgets that only clobber one or two registers. This allows for many gadgets that make forward progress, with a few dedicated to saving and restoring state.

### 6.4 Attack Comparison

These two attacks are useful in different circumstances. The most important difference is when the detection mechanism runs. In repeated history hiding, the detection only ever runs after a history flush, and so the defender can never even see what the attacker is doing. In the evasion attack, the defender is continuously monitoring the attack progress. This leads to the key distinction between the two attacks. In repeated history hiding, we have a very limited set of gadgets, but may use them an unbounded number of times before flushing. In the evasion attack, we have all of the gadgets in the program available to us, but must flush every ten gadgets.

### 7 Fixable Attacks on ROPecker

We now discuss several ways in which ROPecker is broken that our attack does not rely on. That is, the attacks discussed in the previous sections work even if we improve ROPecker’s detection mechanisms to prevent each of the following specific attacks. We believe these modifications are possible, and it is only the engineering difficulties of obtaining a low overhead that explains why they are not currently implemented. Because of this, we do not base our previous attack on these fixable implementation issues.

**Gadget definition does not allow any branches.** ROPecker’s definition of a gadget is overly specific and does not allow gadgets to contain either direct or conditional branches. In comparison, we have found that kBouncer’s definition of a gadget is strong: it is difficult to find gadgets of length twenty or more that perform useful computation.

ROPecker’s choice to not follow any direct or conditional branches is a flaw that, while allowing for a more efficient implementation, makes exploitation nearly trivial. This decision allows an attacker to flush the LBR, and to stop the forward-inspection algorithm, with a nop-like gadget that jumps directly to a return instruction. This form of gadget is pervasive in program binaries and allows for a much simpler termination gadget that does not clobber any register state.

In fact, when evaluating the practicality of our attacks on kBouncer before becoming aware of ROPecker, nearly all of our exploits contained at least one useful gadget that would not be classified as a gadget by ROPecker’s definition.

**Gadget chain threshold is too short.** ROPecker’s choice to define gadgets as being a sequence of six or fewer instructions makes it nearly trivial to find gadgets that have a predictable behavior while still being classified as a non-gadget by ROPecker. For example, on 64-bit systems, the gadget consisting of popping off registers r10 through r15 followed by a ret is seven instructions long: not only is this a useful gadget, it is very common. ROPecker’s failure to recognize it as a gadget is a serious limitation of ROPecker.

**The set of risky system calls is not complete.** ROPecker’s set of risky system calls is too limited and needs to be updated to more closely match those used in kBouncer. Because ROPecker is designed for Linux and kBouncer for Windows, we cannot simply replace one with the other. However, other than performance reasons, there is no reason to not defend all system calls.

### 8 Evaluation

The attacks discussed in the previous sections are practical. We evaluate these attacks by modify real-world exploits, as well as by demonstrating that only 70KB of code is needed to mount purely call-preceded attacks.

### 8.1 Our Tool

We built a tool to assist our efforts in finding attacks on real-world exploits. It does not automatically break either of these two defenses, but assists in finding useful gadgets. We wrote our tool as a 1K line Python program. It takes as input a disassembled object file (from objdump), and therefore only inspects intended instruction sequences: even though there may be unintended instruction sequences which are call-preceded, we ignore these.4

---

4Even though ROPecker does not enforce gadgets are call-preceded, we still use this tool to evaluate ROPecker, as we find it is sufficient to identify useful sequences.
Our tool first enumerates all potential call-preceded gadgets. We implemented a simple symbolic execution framework to determine the effects of each of these potential gadgets. This system is not complete, but it models some of the effects of many common instructions. It computes and outputs the path constraints that must hold to follow the conditional branches in a gadget. It also outputs the list of modified memory locations, accessed memory locations, and the new values of updated registers at the end of execution.

The tool returns a list of gadgets sorted by ease of use: gadgets with fewer conditional branches and fewer memory locations which must be valid rise to the top. Each gadget is marked with a hint on how it might be useful (e.g., that the gadget is a memory-load gadget, or that it computes the sum of two registers). It also provides us with a list of termination gadgets, sorted by ease of use and the number of other registers they clobber.

### 8.2 Fully Call-Preceded Attacks

How practical are fully call-preceded ROP attacks? Our measurements indicate that they are quite practical. The Q ROP compiler [26] is able to mount a ROP attack in 80% of binaries over 20KB in size. Given that only 6% of gadgets Q finds are call-preceded, we would expect that with 333KB of binary, we could achieve similar results. We actually found that it is possible to exploit 10 out of 10 programs we analyzed of size 70KB or larger.

We analyzed 10 binaries from /usr/bin/ on Ubuntu 12.04. In particular, we selected the first 10 binaries that have ASLR disabled and have more than 20k instructions (70KB binary size). In all 10 cases, we were able to find enough gadgets to mount a fully call-preceded history hiding ROP attack on kBouncer. Table 1 shows, for each of these ten binaries, the number of gadgets used for in each of the three phases of our ROP attack. Attacks marked with an asterisk have a success probability of \( \geq 99.99\% \) due to the possibility of a module crossing a 32-bit boundary. All other attacks have a 100% success probability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary</th>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Flush</th>
<th>Syscall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>diff</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grops</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lsof</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ltrace</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grub-mkimage</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strace</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pic</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apt-get</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>info</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apt-ftparchive</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The number of gadgets for the three steps in our kBouncer attack for binaries from /usr/bin/. Entries marked with an asterisk have success probability of \( \geq 99.99\% \), the rest with 100%.

We believe there to be two main reasons why we were so successful. First, we manually analyzed these binaries in order to construct a ROP attack, whereas Q is an automated tool. However, given Q’s sophisticated analysis, we do not believe this accounts for all of the difference. We suspect that even though only 6% of gadgets are call-preceded, they have more diversity and thus are disproportionately likely to cover the space of different kinds of gadgets that are needed.

### 8.3 Modifying Real-World Exploits

We now evaluate the difficulty of modifying real-world exploits to bypass both kBouncer and ROPecker. To choose our exploits, we pick the ROP attacks that were shown to be prevented by kBouncer and ROPecker.

For kBouncer, we show how all four of these attacks can be modified so kBouncer will not detect them.

We finally modify the one real-world exploit which ROPecker is shown to prevent to bypass ROPecker.

#### 8.3.1 kBouncer Exploits

We modified four real-world exploits to bypass kBouncer. None of the modifications to these exploits took us significant effort. Once we were able to reproduce the exploit on our machine, each exploit took under half of a day’s worth of work to make it bypass kBouncer. Given the long and difficult exploitation development process, we do not think this is meaningfully harder, especially for well-trained exploit developers.

**MPlayer Lite r33063.** This program [19] had a stack-based buffer overflow vulnerability, which was exploited by overwriting the SEH pointer [20]. The avcodec-52.dll does not have ASLR enabled. This dll is 10MB, and contains plenty of gadgets: there were 748 potential termination gadgets with two or fewer conditional branches. The first of these that we tried worked, and was given previously in Fig. 3(b).

---

5The most important deficiencies in our tool are as follows: we implement only the thirty most-used instructions (covering 99% of instructions used in our binaries), we ignore segment registers, we do not track several of the flags set by instructions, and we do not properly handle referencing variable register widths. Despite this, we have found our tool to be accurate in the vast majority of cases.
Adobe Reader 9.3.4. This Adobe Reader exploit uses a sophisticated JavaScript vulnerability and was built on the Metasploit framework [1]. This exploit relied on iucnsv36.dll having ASLR disabled. This dll is 10MB and has 130 available termination gadgets with two or fewer conditional branches. We created a ROP chain to call VirtualProtect on a page and verified that code on this page in memory could be executed.

Adobe Flash 11.3.300. An integer overflow caused this vulnerability in Adobe Flash. This exploit was also built with the Metasploit framework [2]. The exploit relied on msvcr71.dll having ASLR disabled. This dll is 300KB and has 64 available termination gadgets. In this exploit, we were able to successfully change a page to be executable and spawn another process.

Internet Explorer 8. The final exploit we modified was in IE8 and also used Metasploit [3]. This exploit was the most difficult for us to modify, and required a manual stack-pivot to a controlled location so that we could invoke VirtualProtect in a call-preceded manner. We relied again on msvcr71.dll to spawn another process.

8.3.2 ROPecker Exploits

ropEcker was built as a Linux kernel module and was shown to stop two exploits. One of these two exploits by the authors is to exploit a 20-line example C program with a trivial stack overflow from ROPEME [17]. The other exploit is a real-world exploit in hteditor, which has a published vulnerability [33] they verified they defend against. Because they only evaluate their defense on one binary, we have only this one binary to demonstrate our attack on. We evaluate our two methods of attack (repeated history hiding and evasion attacks) on this binary.

The public vulnerability disclosure included an exploitable version of the hteditor source. We downloaded this and compiled it for our system with stack protection disabled, as we want to test how well ROPecker defends against attack, not how well stack canaries work.

Evasion attack. We successfully mounted an evasion attack on hteditor. Our exploit required 12 gadgets. We split the attack into two 10-gadget segments, with the second segment calling execv by overwriting the GOT entry for strlen and finding a call-preceded intended call to it.

Repeated history hiding attack. We successfully mounted a repeated history hiding attack on hteditor assuming four pages in the executable set. Our attack consisted of three phases. In the first two phases we computed the address of execv, and in the third we called it. In the first phase, we were able to use a gadget twice that we loaded once.

9 Related Work

Randomization-based approaches. Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) and Address Obfuscation [5] were first introduced to make it more difficult to inject shellcode, and were later applied to the text segment to prevent ROP attacks. Shacham et al. demonstrated a de-randomization attack [28] on PaX ASLR.

Address Space Layout Permutation (ASLP) [16] is similar in many ways to ASLR but provides higher entropy by permuting the locations of functions. Other defenses extends this further by randomizing the addresses of individual instructions [15, 31]. Another technique replaces short sequences of instructions with alternate, functionally-identical, equal-length sequence, hindering an attacker’s ability to use unintended gadgets [22]. A recent just-in-time code reuse attack [29] compiles ROP on the fly to bypass ASLR.

Control-Flow Integrity (CFI). Abadi et al. introduced control-flow integrity (CFI) [4] as a method of preventing attacks by restricting jump, call, and return instructions to follow the statically-determined control-flow graph of the program. Due to the difficulty of obtaining a precise control-flow graph of the program, many defenses choose instead to enforce a less precise policy. Often, this policy simply requires that returns be call-preceded, and indirect calls point to the beginning of functions [34, 6, 32].

The attacks presented in this paper show these CFI based defenses are weaker than previously thought. Since call-preceded ROP is possible, most of these defenses can be broken with that technique alone. Concurrent to this work, a detailed examination of attacks on many CFI-based schemes came to this same conclusion [14].

Runtime defenses. There are many other types of defenses that can best be described as runtime defenses. DROP [9] monitors the runtime behavior of the process and, nearly identically to ROPecker, if there is a long consecutive sequence of returns, each of which contain fewer than a fixed length, the program is killed. Our work in this paper constitutes a total break of DROP. ROPGuard [13] contains several heuristics to detect ROP attacks. One of these is the call-preceded defense introduced earlier.ROPdefender [12] implements a shadow-stack and verifies that all returns exist somewhere on the shadow-stack. Our work does not apply to shadow-stack defenses.

Recompilation-based defenses. Other defenses rely on recompilation to remove gadget from the compiled binary. G-Free [21] does this by removing unintended return instructions and encrypting return addresses, so that ret-gadgets become nearly impossible to use. The return-less kernel [18] entirely removes the c3 byte (the opcode of ret) from all instructions, and replaces valid returns with a lookup into a table containing the valid return sites.
10 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented three building blocks for ROP attacks that allow us to break two state-of-the-art ROP defenses. We demonstrate the practicality of our attacks by modifying real-world exploits to bypass these defenses.

More broadly, our work disproves two pieces of conventional wisdom: that ROP attacks only consist of short gadgets, and that ROP attacks cannot be effectively mounted in call-preceded manner.

Future defenses must take care to guard against attacks similar to ours. Specifically, we suggest two particular component of one.

We believe an important open research question is to determine what properties are truly fundamental about ROP attacks that are different than typical program execution. We hope future work will explore how these fundamental differences can be exploited to create general-purpose defenses.
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